We describe the roles of multiple electronic continua in high-harmonic generation from aligned molecules. First, we show how the circularity of emitted harmonics tracks the interplay of different electronic continua participating in the nonlinear response. Second, we show that the interplay of different continua can lead to large variations of harmonic phases. Finally, we show how multiple electronic continua allow one to shape the polarization of high harmonics and attosecond pulses. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.102.063601 PACS numbers: 42.50.Hz, 33.80.Wz High-harmonic generation (HHG) is a new type of nonlinear optical spectroscopy emerging at the boundaries of nonlinear optics, attosecond, and strong-field physics [1, 2] . HHG spectroscopy observes harmonics of the incident laser radiation, emitted when an electron liberated from a molecule by an intense laser field recombines with the parent ion. It promises to yield structural [1, 2] information about the molecule, encoded in the so-called ''structural'' minima in the harmonic spectra [2] . These minima occur due to the destructive interference in the recombination to multiple ''atomic'' centers of the same molecular orbital. The major interest in the analysis of such minima in HHG spectra (e.g., [2-9]) underscores their critical importance for HHG imaging. The interplay of experimental parameters-laser intensity, molecular alignment, saturation of ionization-can affect the positions of these minima [3, 4, 8] , making quantitative analysis especially important. HHG spectroscopy can also be used to monitor nuclear dynamics triggered by ionization [10] [11] [12] , opening the route to combining attosecond temporal and sub-Å spatial information.
High-harmonic generation (HHG) is a new type of nonlinear optical spectroscopy emerging at the boundaries of nonlinear optics, attosecond, and strong-field physics [1, 2] . HHG spectroscopy observes harmonics of the incident laser radiation, emitted when an electron liberated from a molecule by an intense laser field recombines with the parent ion. It promises to yield structural [1, 2] information about the molecule, encoded in the so-called ''structural'' minima in the harmonic spectra [2] . These minima occur due to the destructive interference in the recombination to multiple ''atomic'' centers of the same molecular orbital. The major interest in the analysis of such minima in HHG spectra (e.g., [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ) underscores their critical importance for HHG imaging. The interplay of experimental parameters-laser intensity, molecular alignment, saturation of ionization-can affect the positions of these minima [3, 4, 8] , making quantitative analysis especially important. HHG spectroscopy can also be used to monitor nuclear dynamics triggered by ionization [10] [11] [12] , opening the route to combining attosecond temporal and sub-Å spatial information.
Not only nuclear, but also much faster-electronicdynamics can be excited by strong-field ionization, which can leave the molecular ion in various electronic states [13, 14] . Different ionization channels give rise to different HHG channels. Destructive interference between them also leads to minima in the harmonic spectra. These ''dynamical'' minima are not related to the structure of molecular orbitals, but reflect electronic dynamics in the ion between ionization and recombination [13, 14] -ionization into a number of ionic states launches an electron-hole wave packet. Thus, disentangling structural and dynamical information in the harmonic spectra is the key problem in attosecond dynamical imaging.
We use the example of a CO 2 molecule to show how the interplay of different HHG channels is encoded in the polarization of emitted harmonics. We have found that, for linearly polarized incident laser radiation, dynamical minima in the harmonic spectra lead to circular dichroism in high-harmonic emission. As opposed to structural minima, the position of the dynamical minima can be controlled by changing the peak laser intensity. This property opens a route to controlling the ellipticity and the sense of rotation of attosecond pulses produced via HHG, solving a difficult problem of controlling light polarization in the XUV range. We also show that the dynamical minima can lead to large phase variations in the harmonic phases, which can be similar to those found for the structural minima. Sensitivity to laser intensity distinguishes the two.
Circular dichroism means that a system responds differently to left and right circularly polarized light, revealing the lack of left-right symmetry. Linearly polarized light is a sum of left and right circular light. Thus, circular dichroism can be detected by sending a linearly polarized laser pulse and measuring the polarization of emitted or scattered light. The corresponding parameter is the circularity m C :
where jE R j and jE L j are the amplitudes of right and left polarized fields. It can be also expressed as m C ¼ 2ImðE Ã x E z Þ=ðjE x j 2 þ jE z j 2 Þ, where the x-z plane is the plane of polarization of the emitted light.
We define the x-z plane by the main axis of the aligned molecular ensemble and the laser polarization; the z axis is chosen parallel to the laser polarization. Left-right symmetry is absent when the ensemble is aligned at an angle Â Þ 0 , 90 relative to the laser polarization. Circular dichroism in the high-harmonic emission can originate already from the anisotropy of the scattering potential, which affects the motion of the returning electron. Nevertheless, high harmonics are typically linearly polarized: the electron moves predominantly along the strong laser field and the effect of the anisotropy is small. To achieve high circularity, two conditions have to be met. First, the typically dominant parallel component of the harmonic emission has to be suppressed, making it comparable to the emission perpendicular to the laser field. Second, the relative phase between the two components has to approach =2. These conditions are naturally met in the vicinity of both structural and dynamical minima.
Indeed, due to the anisotropy of the ionic potential, the destructive interference-whether structural or dynamical-cannot occur simultaneously in parallel (z) and perpendicular (x) components of the harmonic light. Since the parallel component generally dominates, destructive interference in the parallel light makes the z and x components comparable, meeting the first condition for high circularity. Second, both for structural and, as we show below, for dynamical minima, the phase of the parallel component changes by $ across the minimum. Therefore, the relative phase between the two components inevitably passes through =2, meeting the second condition for high circularity.
To describe the dynamics of polyatomic molecules in strong infrared laser fields, we combine the methods of quantum chemistry and strong-field physics. Harmonic generation results from laser-induced polarization DðtÞ. Generalizing [15] , we write DðtÞ (in atomic units) as: 
The N-electron wave function É ðNÞ NT describes the neutral molecule, including depletion by ionization. É ðNÀ1Þ j describes dynamics of the ion from ionization at t b ¼ t b ðtÞ until recombination at t, including laser-induced transitions between the ionic states; j labels the initial ionic state. The relationship between t b ðtÞ and t includes the effect of the ionic potential, see [16] . The amplitude of each HHG channel j includes ion-state-specific subcycle ionization amplitude a ion;j ðt b Þ and the propagation amplitude a prop;j between t b and t. Continuum electron is described by the scattering state È C;j , correlated to the state of the ion and characterized by the (asymptotic) kinetic momentum kðtÞ acquired from the laser field. The operator A antisymmetrizes the electrons. Angle Â characterizes molecular alignment. The harmonic field is calculated by the Fourier transform of Eq. (1) and averaged over the molecular alignment distribution.
Quantum chemistry methods are used to describe the laser-induced dynamics of bound electrons, both in the ion and in the neutral. First, we calculate the multielectron wave functions of the neutral and the ion. The calculations were performed using the GAMESS quantum chemistry code [17] , complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) method and correlation-consistent valence triple-zeta basis set expansion [18] . In the neutral CO 2 , the influence of the IR laser field is included quasistatically. In the ion, excited electronic statesÃ
To include the multielectron dynamics in the ion, we calculate the transition dipole moments between these field-free states and their quasistatic Stark shifts due to other states. Then, we solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation in the restricted basis of the statesX,Ã,B. For the ionization channel j, the initial condition is set by populating the quasistatic state correlated to the field-free state j at t b ðtÞ.
Strong-field methods are used to model the continuum dynamics. To find the ionization amplitude, we use the approach of [19] . Ionization, which leaves the ion in an electronic state j, is described using the Dyson orbital ion ½t b is the ''atomic'' ionization amplitude from the single atomic orbital. The term RðÂÞ, determined by the interference of the atomic orbitals, is calculated as described in [20] . For a ð0Þ ion ½t b we use the subcycle formula [21] with the Coulomb corrections. Expression for the propagation amplitude is standard; see [15] .
The scattering state È C;j with asymptotic momentum kðtÞ is found by substituting the ansatz É substitution yields effective one-electron equation for È C;j [22] . The interaction potential includes the laser field, V L ðtÞ, and the ionic core, U ion;j ðtÞ. The core potential includes the Coulomb potential of the nuclei and the Hartree potential of the core electrons in the ionic state corresponding to the channel j. The nonlocal exchange contributions and the electron-induced core polarization have been omitted. The equation is solved using the approach of [16] , which includes the acceleration of the laserdriven electron by the ionic core and removes the ambiguities [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] in relating the energy of the emitted photon to the asymptotic momentum k of the incoming electron,
For an alternative approach to using scattering states in HHG; see [23] .
Armed with this approach, we simulate high-harmonic generation in a CO 2 molecule. The laser pulse is a 40 fsec Gaussian , the wavelength is ¼ 800 nm. To reflect typical experimental situation, we suppress the so-called ''long''' trajectories. The results are averaged over typical experimental alignment distributions (e.g., [6, 8, 24] , characteristic Â $ 30 for aligned ensemble; the distribution was modeled as cos 4 
Â).
Figure 1(a) shows m C of the recombination dipole for the single HHG channel X (ion in the ground stateX 2 Å g ), without averaging over the alignment distribution. As expected, high m C marks the structural minimum in the recombination dipole. Figure 1(b) shows the full HHG spectrum for I ¼ 2 Â 10 14 W=cm 2 versus the harmonic number and the alignment angles, after angular averaging. The signal is normalized to Â ¼ 90
. Deep minimum occurs at H33 for Â ¼ 0 , consistent with experiment [6] . It shifts to higher harmonic numbers with increasing Â (the dark ''trenches''). Figure 1(c) shows the map of m C ðÂÞ for the same intensity. As expected, the maximal m C indicates the positions of the minima.
The amplitude minimum in Fig. 1(b) has dynamical and not structural origin. Indeed, for parallel alignment of the molecular ensemble, the signal is dominated by molecules aligned at $35 thanks, in part, to the dominance of ionization at 45 -50 [24] . For these angles, the structural minimum in the X channel [ Fig. 1(a) ] appears at H37-39. Thus, angular averaging moves the structural minimum for the X channel to H37-39 for molecular ensemble aligned parallel to the polarization of the probe. The dynamical origin of the minimum in Fig. 1(b) is proved by looking at the harmonic phases for parallel emission, see, e.g., H35 in Fig. 2(a) . For Â ¼ 0 -40 the phases of the main contributing channels X and B are (i) flat, indicating the absence of structural minima [25] , (ii) nearly out of phase, proving that the channels interfere destructively. The total harmonic signal experiences large phase variation %0:8 as Â increases [ Fig. 2(a) ], resembling similar variation for the structural minima [2, 9] . Here, the phase variation is due to the switching between the channels; see Fig. 2(b) : The amplitude (i.e. the square root of the harmonic intensity) of the channel B decreases with Â, while the amplitude of the channel X increases. The same channel interplay leads to the $ phase-variation vs the harmonic number near the dynamical minimum (note the sign change of m C vs the harmonic number in Fig. 1(c) . The degree of circular polarization m C ðÂÞ is shown in Fig. 2(c) This interplay of different channels is not specific for CO 2 . It will occur in all molecules where (i) electronic states of the ion are close to the ground state, (ii) the Dyson orbital for the ground state of the ion has nodal planes (e.g., Å-type HOMO vs deeper AE-type orbitals). Ionization along the nodal plane leads to the destructive interference of ionization currents from the opposite sides of the nodal plane [3, 19] . The same interference also suppresses recombination to HOMO, enhancing the relative contribution of channels with higher I p .
Observation of a structural minimum can be difficult. Once the structural minimum occurs in one channel, it is 'filled' by the contribution of other channels and becomes less visible in total spectrum. Such interplay of channels is not necessarily accompanied by the $ relative phase between the channels. Thus, the phase between the z and x components does not necessarily pass =2, and the harmonics do not become circular.
The key feature that distinguishes a dynamical from a structural minimum and identifies its origin is the intensity dependence [14] . While the dynamical minimum shifts approximately linearly with the laser intensity [14] , the position of the structural minimum is fixed by the energy (de Broglie wavelength) of the returning electron and only weakly depends on intensity. The same applies to high m C . This intensity dependence is shown in Fig. 3(a) vs Fig. 1(c) and in Fig. 3(b) vs Fig. 3(c) , further illustrating the dynamical origin of high m C . As we reduce the laser intensity, high values of m C shift to lower harmonic numbers.
If several harmonics have large m C , one can synthesize an attosecond pulse or pulse train with controlled m C . In CO 2 , m C is only significant near the harmonic cutoff. Current experiments measure the ellipticity of harmonics, which can be expressed as . Polarization measurements in aligned CO 2 , performed for harmonics lower than H29, have not revealed any significant ellipticity [26] . However, the contrast of the polarizers used in these experiments limited the minimum ellipticity that could be measured to a few 10%. We predict < 10% below H29 for above intensities. Relative phase between HHG channels is dominated by the attosecond dynamics in the ion between ionization and recombination. The polarization of high harmonics characterizes this dynamics. Strong circular dichroism of HHG in N 2 [27] is likely indicating such dynamics. In general, polarization measurements have the advantage of reduced background. Whenever strong channel interference occurs, the polarization measurements will enhance the contrast of the detection. If the amplitude minimum is not accompanied by large ellipticity, it is neither structural nor dynamical. It simply reflects switching from one dominant HHG channel to another without destructive interference between them.
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